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We are living through historic — even revolutionary —
times. This issue of Flora is a snapshot of that experience
as seen through the lens of this Society. Life has changed
in nearly every way possible. We are all affected in one
way or another, and each of us is looking for hope.
I found myself thinking about this during California
Native Plant Week. So many people posted lovely native
plant photos to social media, sharing expressions of
gratitude for their gardens or nearby trails. These were
spaces of solace. This issue’s photo essay (pg. 6) showcases the private moments of
beauty that members of CNPS’s Sierra Nevada Chapter and many others enjoyed, even
as a pandemic swept the world.
But what about people who didn’t have that relief? Some people sheltering in place had
no green spaces to enjoy within walking distance of their homes. For some, it wasn’t safe
to go outside. With that on my mind, I spoke with Cris Sarabia, CNPS board president
(pg. 12) about his experiences growing up in East Los Angeles, in a neighborhood
where nosebleeds from environmental contaminants and crime were common. Cris
talked about his family’s nuanced and visceral connection to nature, and the disconnect
between communities of color and today’s environmental movement. It’s an honor to
feature Cris’ story at this moment in our history.
We are not done with this pandemic and its widespread impacts, so on page 22 we
explain how COVID-19 is influencing conservation efforts. Spring is usually the time that
botanists hit the field to collect important data, but much of that work came to a halt
and only recently resumed. Of the many contributions field scientists make, they directly
support California’s herbaria collections, the importance of which we highlight in this
issue’s featured story (pg. 16).
The natural world continues to bring joy and inspiration, including the gorgeous cover
art by Lola Camacho. See more artwork from the #CNPSArtChallenge on page 32. Now
is also a great time to start dreaming about what you’ll be planting in the fall, starting with
the incredible gardens of Neil Fernbaugh, Patti Phillips, and Naomi Fraga (pgs. 26-31).
In these important times, there’s much we need to learn, but there are also things we
know and hold true as part of our native plant mission:
• Every person on this planet is part of nature and deserves to feel that connection.
• We are a California organization that celebrates the diversity of our plants — and
our people.
• We need the diversity of all Californians to accomplish our mission.
• If there are obstacles to that, we’ve got to address them.
• Because it needs to be said, for so many reasons: Black Lives Matter.
• The demographic makeup of CNPS and the environmental community as a
whole doesn’t mirror the diversity of California’s people. We are committed
to changing that.
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In the News
Endangered Butterfly Released
A rare species of blue-winged,
black-spotted butterfly has taken
wing in its historic breeding ground
in Los Angeles County.
On May 8, the Palos Verdes
Peninsula Land Conservancy
and City of Ranchos Palos
Verdes released captive-reared
Palos Verdes blue butterflies
(Glaucopsyche lygdamus
palosverdensis) into four undisclosed locations on the Palos
Verdes Nature Preserve.
Scientists believed the blue
butterfly to be extinct until March
1994, when UCLA lepidopterist
Rudi Mattoni spotted it on the
southernmost point of the Palos
Verdes Peninsula. With only about
200 adult butterflies remaining in
the wild, Mattoni started a captive
breeding program. Biologist Jana

Johnson took over in 2003, creating
a butterfly-rearing lab at America’s
Teaching Zoo at Moorpark College.
The recent adoption of a Natural
Community Conservation Plan
(NCCP) set protections over the butterfly’s habitat on 1400 acres of land
on the Palos Verdes Peninsula. The
project involves organizations and
agencies including the Zoo, the U.S.
Navy, U.S. Defense Logistics Agency,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and
the Urban Wildlands Group.
The preserve features restored
habitat planted with the species’
host plants, deerweed (Acmispon
glaber) and milkvetch (Astragalus
trichopodus var. lonchus). Two days
after the release, scientists observed
the butterflies mating and laying
eggs at the release sites.

Above: A captive-raised endangered
Palos Verdes blue butterfly (Glaucopsyche
lygdamus palosverdensis).
Left: Researchers release one of the
butterflies on the Palos Verdes Nature
Preserve. Photos courtesy of Palos Verdes
Peninsula Land Conservancy
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California poppies (Eschscholzia californica)
in Antelope Valley. Photo: Elizabeth Ryan

New Poppy Study
Launches
This spring, CNPS members
assisted researchers in a new study
of climate adaptation in California
poppies (Eschscholzia californica),
led by ecologist Elsa Cleland at the
University of California, San Diego.
Part of the $12 million California
Conservation Genomics Program,
the project aims to sequence 100
individual poppy plants, and find
genes associated with adaptation
to warmer, drier conditions. In May,
Cleland and colleagues posted on
the CNPS Facebook group asking
qualified volunteers to collect
samples. “We now have 70 percent
of our collections complete, and
are in the process of contacting
individual parks and reserves to fill
in some spatial gaps in our initial
collections,” Cleland says. “As these
results are analyzed and published
we look forward to sharing them
with the CNPS community,”
she says.

IN THE NEWS

A Lupine on the Edge
A petite pink-and-purple lupine
that grows exclusively on a twosquare-mile patch of dunes in
San Luis Obispo is the target of a
collaborative conservation project
by scientists, oil company Conoco
Phillips, and a cattle rancher.

in the ground with
their hooves. They
also eat invasive
veldt grass before
it can flower and
compete with the
lupines.

The federally endangered Nipomo
Mesa lupine (Lupinus nipomensis)
is endemic to the GuadalupeNipomo Dunes, one of the few
remaining coastal dune ecosystems
in California. The lupine requires
disturbance to thrive, a fact that
has inspired Women in Wildlife
scientists to devise creative ways of
encouraging the plants, according
to a May 22 article published on the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)
website.

Meanwhile, Lisa
Stratton, director of
the Cheadle Center
for Biodiversity
and Ecological
Restoration at
University of
California, Santa
Barbara, and colleagues have discovered that Nipomo Mesa lupine
seeds germinate more readily after
they’ve been rubbed with sandpaper, a scarification process similar to
being scraped with wind-whipped
sand.

Lindsey Roddick, a senior ecologist
with the Land Conservancy of San
Luis Obispo County, has worked
with ConocoPhillips and a cattle
rancher to create a grazing plan in
summer and fall, starting after the
plant’s growing season. The cattle
provide the soil disturbance that
the lupines need by punching holes

The endangered Nipomo Mesa lupine
(Lupinus nipomensis) grows no taller than
eight inches and has purple and pink
blossoms. Its geographic range extends only
two square miles, and it occurs nowhere else
on Earth. Photo: USFWS

With only 1,000 or so individuals
remaining, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service botanist Kristie Scarazzo is
working with scientists and stakeholders to develop a long-term
recovery plan for the beleaguered
plants.
Above: Kristie Scarazzo, botanist with the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (right), and
Lindsey Roddick, senior ecologist with
the Land Conservancy of San Luis Obispo
County (left) are working with partners to
help recover the endangered Nipomo Mesa
lupine and the dune ecosystem it inhabits.
Photo: USFWS
Left: Members of the Nipomo Mesa lupine
recovery team survey for Nipomo lupine
on cattle-grazed land in San Luis Obispo
County. The orange flags mark early signs of
lupine in spring 2019. Photo: USFWS
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IN THE NEWS

Del Puerto Dam
Lurches Ahead
The Del Puerto Canyon Reservoir
Project in Stanislaus County
is advancing despite growing
opposition to the project from
organizations including CNPS,
the Sierra Club, Save Mt. Diablo,
Friends of the River, and a recently
formed, local organization called
Save Del Puerto Canyon.

The proposed Del Puerto Canyon Reservoir dam site. Photo: Steve Edwards

CNPS and others have raised
concerns about the $500 million
project, including about the quality
of pre-project botanical surveys.
The surveys were conducted in fall,
when it is near impossible to locate
most rare plants known to occur
in the region, according to CNPS
Lead Conservation Scientist Nick
Jensen. “It’s very concerning that we

have not been presented with a
detailed accounting of this project’s potential impacts, particularly
for such an ecologically sensitive
area known to be habitat for many
rare plants,” he says.
The proposed 82,000 acre-foot
reservoir has financial backing
from the federal government
through the Water Infrastructure
Improvements (WINN) Act,
which would pay for a quarter

of the cost of construction. Despite
important flaws in the project’s
California Environmental Quality
Act (CEQA) document, which CNPS
pointed out in a January 2020 comment letter, the federal government
has stated that it intends to base its
National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) review on the existing CEQA
document. The fact that the project
is moving forward without additional
scrutiny indicates that it “has serious
legs,” Jensen says.

Online Plant Sales Prevail
In the midst of shelter-in-place
orders, CNPS members across the
state made online plant sales a
whopping success. The Milo Baker
Chapter quickly sold out its inventory
and even exceeded last year’s sale,
grossing around $5,100 compared
to last year’s $4,900.
Although in-person sales provide
more opportunity to socialize and
help people choose the right plants
for their gardens, fulfilling online
orders was in some ways more convenient than putting on a traditional
sale, volunteers reported.
That’s not to say it was easy.
Volunteers and CNPS staff put in
long hours learning to use and
troubleshoot online payment

Eric Nightingale helping out at the Napa
Valley Chapter sale. Photo: Henni Cohen
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systems organizing inventory and
curbside pickups, attending webinars,
and delivering plant orders. Now that
many of the required systems are in
place, however, chapters will be able
to continue online plant sales going
forward — a boon for people who
prefer shopping online or who might
not be able to attend an in-person sale.
“Despite some hiccups, I think this
sale was a great success,” says Maya
Argaman, who recently joined CNPS
as Horticulture Outreach Coordinator.
Although online sales will never
replace the sense of community at
an in-person sale, “I think it is a great
supplement to a real life plant sale,
and allows for greater access of native
plants for people who otherwise
wouldn’t buy them.”

COOL CALIFORNIA NATIVES

Scents of Summer

Photo: Ingo Renner

BY ELIZABETH KUBEY

Sacred datura (Datura wrightii)

Neighborhood gardens entice us to slow down, stop,
and smell the roses. Many California native plants attract
pollinators to their flowers by releasing inviting aromas or
blooming only when a preferred pollinator is active. You
might smell minty or sharp scents when you rub a leaf or
stem. (Safety note: Do not touch sacred datura, it’s toxic.)
The chemicals that produce these scents are often noxious
to animals, warning them not to take a bite. Depending on
the season, temperature, and time of day, scents in your
garden will fluctuate. Plan your planting for intoxicating
fragrance on warm summer nights.

Photo: Rachel Whitt

Photo: Kyle Nessen

Family: Solanaceae
Habitat: Coastal sage scrub, valley grassland, Joshua
Tree woodland, pinyon-juniper woodland scrub

Coyote mint (Monardella villosa)

California wild rose (Rosa californica)

Family: Lamiaceae
Habitat: Oak woodland, chaparral, coastal sage
scrub montane forest

Photo: Kyle Nessen

Photo: Jesse Rorabaugh

Family: Rosaceae
Habitat: Yellow pine forest, foothill woodland,
chaparral, valley grassland, wetland-riparian

California sagebrush (Artemisia californica)

Family: Asteraceae
Habitat: Coastal sage scrub, coastal strand,
chaparral, dry foothill communities

Hummingbird sage (Salvia spathacea)

Family: Lamiaceae
Habitat: Chaparral, oak woodland, coastal sage scrub
FLORA | V3 No4
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PHOTO ESSAY:

SHELTERING IN PLACE
WITH NATIVE PLANTS

S

pring is usually a time of celebration for local CNPS chapters, but this year was different. With COVID-19
news getting worse by the day, Doug Kranjovich couldn’t decide whether it made sense to compile the April
Shooting Star newsletter for his CNPS Sierra Nevada Chapter. Then he started to receive emails from friends
sharing photos of wildflowers growing close to their homes — a meadow full of popcorn flowers (Plagiobothrys sp.),
cheerful clusters of baby blue eyes (Nemophila menziesii), and stands of white and purple lupines. The emails lifted
Krajnovich’s spirits, so he decided to put together a shelter-in-place edition of the Shooting Star Newsletter, with
photographs and text from present and past field trip leaders. The photographers gave Flora permission to share
their images and words.

Excerpts from the Shooting Star Newsletter
Doug Krajnovich:

“

Last week
I met a
beautiful
stranger.

First, our field trips got canceled. Then Yosemite closed
down. Then Merced County issued stricter shelter-inplace orders. I quit thinking about going anywhere
outside my home town. As a result, I found myself
spending a lot more time in Lake Yosemite County Park,
which is only a few miles from my house. I mainly go to
this park to bird, but the park also has a wide assortment
of native and non-native wildflowers. Most of them are
small and short, because they have to survive a giant
lawn mower that runs over them every week or two!
I thought I knew all of the wildflowers in this park — the
good, the bad, and the ugly. Last week I met a beautiful
stranger. I stooped down to check a little white flower
that I expected to be something routine, like popcorn
flower or chickweed. Lo and behold, it was a species that
I had never seen anywhere before: thymeleaf speedwell
(Veronica serpyllifolia subsp. humifusa).
According to The Jepson Manual, this plant should not
be growing in Merced. In prior years, I have kept an
eye out for this plant in our chapter area — where it is
supposed to grow — and never found it. This year, when
I am not looking for it, I find it in my hometown, where
it is not supposed to grow. Most likely, it has been here
every year around this time. I was simply too ‘busy’ to
notice it. It took the lockdown to get me to pay attention
to something right under my feet.
Left: Hand-held spring of thymeleaf speedwell (Veronica serpyllfolia
ssp. humifusa). Photo: Doug Krajnovich
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Don and Nancy Kurtz:
We live in Copperopolis at 1000 feet, in a blue oak savannah ecosystem. There are a half-dozen dominant wildflower species
in most years. We chose popcorn flower (Plagiobothrys sp., above) because there must be millions in our area — they won
the vote on sheer numbers. Meadowfoam (Limnanthes sp., below right) is easily visible in local creek drainages, but you
have to be close to see the yellow portions of the flower structure. That yellow makes the large patches a cream color from a
distance. Plectritis (Pletrictis ciliosa, below left) it is not common here — only one isolated population.

Photos: Don Kurtz
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David Campbell:
Even with low rainfall, it’s turned into a great year for spring
wildflowers in the Merced River canyon. Many of the hillsides are
more orange than green this year with tufted poppy, (Eschscholzia
caespitosa), as illustrated in the top picture. The next picture shows
two lupines hanging out together: white flowered (Lupinus microcarpus) and spider lupine (Lupinus benthamii). The last picture shows
Congdon’s woolly sunflower (Eriophyllum congdonii), one of our
rare, endemic spring wildflowers, found only in Mariposa County.
Photos of tufted poppies and Cogndon’s woolly sunflower: David Campbell
Photo of lupines: Melissa Booher

Peggy Moore:
My husband and I have lived on our property near Mariposa for over 23 years.
Early on, I discovered we were lucky enough to have warrior’s plume (Pedicularis
densiflora) growing under the live oaks above our home. This hemiparasitic
perennial plant begins flowering in February at our 2400-foot location in the
foothills. Although our plants seem most closely associated with interior live oaks,
the species preferentially parasitizes plants in the heath family, such as manzanita.
Their roots may be reaching many feet away to nearby whiteleaf manzanitas for
nutrients. I learned years ago from one of our members, Alison Colwell, just how
far parasitic plant roots will travel for their pilfered nutrition.
Photo: Peggy Moore
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PHOTO ESSAY: SHELTERING IN PLACE

Lynn Robertson:
While walking my local roads [in Mariposa
County], I have been noticing many plants of
purple sanicle (Sanicula bipinnatifida). This
plant fascinates me because it is usually yellow
in the Sierra but purple elsewhere in the state.
Most sanicles are yellow, including the Sanicula
bipinnata I have seen in the same area.
Baby blue eyes (Nemophila menziesii var.
menziesii) was described by botanist David
Douglas as ‘a humble but lovely plant, the
harbinger of California spring’ (cf. California’s
Frontier Naturalists, Beidleman).
Top left: Purple sanicle (Sanicula bipinnatifida) from
Fresno County
Top right: Yellow sanicle (Sanicula bipinnata)
Right: Baby blue eyes (Nemophila menziesii var. menziesii)
Photos: Lynn Robertson
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Barry & Judy Breckling:
The shooting star, our chapter’s mascot, is just starting to bloom in Greeley Hill in mid-April. Some years it blooms as
early as February. The genus used to be Dodecatheon, which in Greek means ‘12 gods,’ because the flowers were said
to be favored by the 12 Olympian gods. Not long ago, its genus was changed to Primula. Shooting stars are found
in North America and part of northeastern Siberia. They are also called mosquito bills, mad violets, and sailor caps....
Bumblebees have a pollen-gathering method called ‘buzz pollination’ that they use on shooting stars. They hang from a
flower and vibrate their flight muscles without moving their wings. The vibration shakes the pollen loose onto the legs of
the bees. The pollen provides food for the bees and the bees pass the pollen on to the stigma of other plants.
Photo: Barry Breckling
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Protecting California’s native plants
is about more than plants.
From caterpillars and birds to our own species, life depends
on native plants.
Do your part to keep California in bloom.
Go Perennial with a monthly gift.

www.cnps.org/perennial-membership
With a perennial gift, you membership is always current. You’ll never
miss an issue of Flora and more of your gift goes directly to protecting
California’s native plants. Call us at 916-447-2677 to learn more.

Photo: Jeff Bisbee

THE RIGHT TO GO OUTSIDE
Cris Sarabia on access and equity

BY LIV O’KEEFFE

A

t the time of this interview, the COVID-19
pandemic had been shaking the world for five
months, and Californians had been sheltering in place
for more than two. I called CNPS Board President Cris
Sarabia to talk with him from his home in Long Beach.
Outside his apartment, there was a commotion going
on. Sirens. Lots of them. At first Sarabia was concerned.
“My neighborhood can be kinda crazy,” he said. “Sirens blaze all day, every day. You have
to be careful. There’s a lot of drug use and violence outside.”
Then he realized it was a teacher appreciation parade. Kids were out on the sidewalk
yelling and laughing. “This is great,” he said. “The kids are outside!” He paused, taking in
the sounds, and added, “I worry about the kids, you know. They’re usually stuck inside in
a digital world because it’s not safe enough outside. We just look the other way and forget
about them.”
Sarabia wants to change the experience of his urban neighbors, starting with whatever
patch of land is in front of him. As conservation director for the Palos Verdes Peninsula
Land Conservancy, Sarabia wears many hats. In addition to being the co-founder of the
Long Beach cultural community center Flora y Tierra with his partner Blanca Diaz, he’s
a longtime leader within the California Native Plant Society and an active member of
groups like Seed LA and the Los Cerritos Wetland Stewards.
Above: Air pollution
in Los Angeles viewed
from Hollywood Hills.
Photo: David Iliff.
License: CC BY-SA 3.0
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Sarabia is a quietly radical force, using plants and the natural world to empower his
community and broaden the conservation lens. In our conversation, he focused on who
gets to enjoy the outdoors and who doesn’t, a disparity that is more glaring than ever
during a pandemic.
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“

These connections keep us healthy,
mentally and physically, and underserved
communities of color are the most
impacted by not having access to nature.”
—CNPS Board President Cris Sarabia

“The amount of open space in areas like southeast LA
is still really limited,” he said. “When the governor or
mayor says it’s okay to take a walk during COVID, you’re
taking a big risk. The only option for some people in these
underserved communities is to stay inside or maybe go out
into their yards — if they have one. In a lot of apartment
complexes, you don’t even have a yard.”
The solutions are big but they can also be small — on a
scale that can be addressed by individuals, Sarabia says.
Following are excerpts from our conversation that left
me grateful for the neighbors, grandparents, artists, and
activists planting gardens, tending to neglected places,
making space for life to thrive.
Cris, it sounds like you relate to the kids in your
neighborhood. What did your childhood look like?

I grew up in southeast LA in Bell Gardens and Commerce.
It’s kind of an industrialized area. I remember having
friends in the neighborhood die of cancer. It was a constant
thing. We would all get nosebleeds at the same time. As
a teenager, I got involved with some of the enviro groups
in the community and they would say, ‘Yeah this is due to
all the pollution. The diesel exhaust and the polluted soil.’
It affected me in a way like, ‘Man, I gotta do something.’
That’s where the activism side of me started. I became that
punk kid with the activism background. I went vegetarian
young and was trying to fight the system.
On a somewhat positive note of that environment, we
were able to spend our time playing in the dirt, in these
empty lots. There was this massive removal of houses in our
neighborhood. I never understood why they were pushing
people out and leaving empty lots. (Later I would learn
that it was a process of gentrification.) I would play in these
brown fields and play in the weeds and dig tunnels. I also
went to the river bed (it was all concrete), the settling basin
for the Rio Hondo. I’d sneak away and crawl under the
barbed wire fence and find frogs and lizards. That was our

wild area. This industrial nature; it’s all we had. My Dad
worked the graveyard shift. My Mom was a seamstress.
They worked long hours and staggered to raise us. We
had a lot of freedom. That’s why I was out there, messing
around, but at least we had that.
Was your family able to go on camping trips or spend
much time outside of your neighborhood?

Luckily the city had a subsidized camp up in the Big Bear
area. We would sign up every year. My Mom would line
up at midnight to be the first to sign up. We were able
to go to camp in the summer and winter and experience
the mountains, which we would have never had that
opportunity otherwise, because we were low income. Rent
a cabin? That was never in our mindset. My parents were
just trying to make it!
They were, however, able to raise us and send us to college.
That was the American Dream — the positive outcome of
working really hard. They weren’t very happy though when
I chose environmental studies as my major.
Why was that?

Having a connection with the ‘wild’ didn’t equate to a
better life in their eyes. They both grew up in Sinaloa in
the middle of nowhere in the Rancho. You’d have to drive
10 hours in on a sketchy road. There are no resources
there — the definition of ‘off the grid.’ My Grandma is
still alive and still lives out there. All of our aunts and
uncles grew up out there, living off the land, dealing with
food shortages and dealing with drought. Anytime I ask
my parents about sustainability, they know. They don’t use
the same words, but they lived with the land because they
had to. They had a deep connection with the seasons, the
water, how to fix each other up if they got hurt. There were
no doctors or hospitals. You may eat that winter and have
food supplies or not. As migrants, their mentality was to
get away from that. It’s a tough life.
FLORA | V3 No4
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INTERVIEW CRIS SARABIA

When I told them I was going into enviro studies and
wanted to work with the land, they weren’t too thrilled. It’s
not that they were afraid of nature, they just thought there
was a better way to live. They saw their cousins and friends
go hungry when there was no food. People had to help each
other out because there was no one else. They also did not
think that working with the land could be a career. That was
normal life for them.
I think your parents understand our human connection
to the environment in a way most of us do not.

To this day, my parents are the shit. I ask them about
anything sustainability, horticulture, and land management
related and they know. They could teach courses on this
stuff. Before my Grandpa died, I went out with him into
the forest. This is when I was an adolescent and trying to
get into nature and understand the patterns of nature. I
asked him to take me out into what is kind of a tropical
forest environment. I asked him if he was scared of snakes or
other predators. He said, ‘No, this is what I grew up in. This
is normal. There’s no bogeyman. We’re part of it.’ He was
pointing out all the plants. He knew them all by name and
what they were used for. It’s one of the last memories I have
of him: He said to me, ‘You’re just like me. We’re caretakers
of the land.’
That’s a beautiful legacy.

Whenever I go over to my parents’ house to help out, I see
people using the Los Angeles river bed. It’s just a concrete
channel, but it’s all that people have. I’m really glad they’re
revitalizing the LA River now, because it’s something that’s
going to be green and wild someday and connect us to
something ancestral that’s in our blood. At the moment
though it’s not
really there. It’s
pretty sad. A lot of
groups are working
together on this,
but it has taken a
long time.
Sarabia as a baby
with his siblings
and cousins on the
Rancho in Sinaloa,
Mexico, where
generations of his
family lived before his
parents migrated to
the United States.
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Can you talk about what you mean by that ancestral
connection and why it’s important for us as humans to
re-establish it?

It’s important for us to understand our ancestry and
where we come from. Our ancestors lived with the land
intimately, and their blood runs through us, and they are
all around us. Many of our ancestors lived near water,
because water provided life — for us, for plants, and for
the animals. There was a deep connection. We can forget
that in the day-to-day hustle of our society, but you can
feel it when you take a hike through the coastal sage
scrub or through an oak woodland, when you put your
bare feet on native soil. We can especially see it with kids
and how they use all of their senses when they encounter
nature. These connections keep us healthy, mentally and
physically, and underserved communities of color are the
most impacted by not having access to nature.
While understanding our ancestral connection, it is
important to acknowledge the traditional stewards of
the land that you reside on or visit. Giving respect to
Indigenous Peoples and understanding how you came
to be on those lands is an important part of connecting
and understanding the history of those lands and settler
colonialism.
California’s leaders use the word “access” to describe
the changes that need to happen. State Parks has a
Parks for All Initiative. The Natural Resources Secretary
Wade Crowfoot has his team focused on Access for All.
What’s your advice for officials working to implement
these initiatives?

First, I want to say that these efforts are an essential and
necessary component to bring equity to California’s open
spaces. I’d like to see them implemented throughout the
country. But they need to be done carefully and with the
community advising the needs.
Rather than prescribing something a policymaker thinks
is a good idea, we’ve got to listen to what people living
in affected communities have to say. I think about the
LA River project as a positive example of this: When
the Lower LA River project began, they formed an
implementation advisory group that brought in all the
communities and the groups. The activist groups had as
much say as the mayor’s team or city council members.
When concerns about gentrification were raised, they
weren’t just dismissed. I attended those meetings, and
that really stood out to me. The conversation kept going,
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and that allowed them to get into real solutions. That’s an
example of what can happen when real community leaders
are involved, addressing the tougher issues that not everyone
gets exposed to. So, in one of the most diverse and densely
populated cities in the nation, we got something that may
work. We don’t know yet what the end results may be, but
the steps were taken to do it in the best way possible so we
don’t end up having to fix it in the future.
With initiatives like Access for All and Parks for All, we’re
also talking about all of California, which is a collection
of very diverse and different places. You really have to visit
every community to understand what the solution is for
each place. An older Asian community may need something
very different than a first-generation Latino community like
where my parents live in Bell Gardens.
We can also start small. It took us over 30 years at the
Peninsula to get the permit to protect the open space [Palos

The Dominguez Gap project on the Lower LA River is one
example of urban green space conversion, transforming an
industrial water conservation facility on the lower LA River into
a thriving, multi-use green space. For projects like these to
succeed, we’ve got to involve the communities they’re meant to
serve, says Sarabia. Photo courtesy of Los Angeles Public Works

Verdes Peninsula Land Conservancy], but it only took a
couple of seasons for some master gardeners to turn an
abandoned fire station yard into a small garden in my
continued on page 29

Restoring Natural Waterways for Our Communities
The California Department of Water Resources Urban Stream
Restoration Program (USRP) offers a unique model for local groups
interested in improving their neighborhood waterways. By design, each
USRP project requires the involvement of a community-based organization and public participation in all project phases.
Recently, community organizer Nailah Pope-Harden helped secure a
$697,000 USRP grant through the Sacramento Land Trust to complete
a master general plan for the Morrison Creek Revitalization Project in
her South Sacramento neighborhood. The multi-benefit project aims to
turn one mile of a fenced storm water channel into a natural recreation
space for the community, while improving the natural riparian habitat
along the creek.
According to Vern Goehring, a Morrison Creek project partner and
former CNPS lobbyist, CNPS members can help this and other projects near them by:
• Partnering with schools to plan, design and install school gardens.
• Guiding students in planting.
• Offering help with the public planning process.
• Identifying appropriate native plants for function and location.
• P
 roviding educational materials about the plants, particularly any benefits for
families in the area.
• S
 upporting fundraising at different stages. After a master plan is complete, projects
are often divided into phases to shop for additional funding. Members can help
identify and secure additional funders, while maximizing in-kind contributions by
helping the community prepare and plant streamside vegetation.

New mom and community
organizer Nailah PopeHarden at work with baby
Naeem at the Morrison
Creek project site last
year. Pope-Harden is a
Sacramento-based consultant
focused on environmental
justice and community
development.
Photo: Liv O’Keeffe
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Picturing

Climate Change
Herbaria are key to understanding how
California’s native plants will respond
BY EMILY UNDERWOOD

As a new botany professor at Cal Poly State University, San Luis Obispo in
2014, Jenn Yost faced a daunting challenge. In addition to teaching lecture
halls full of students while juggling the demands of her own research, Yost
received the title of Director of the Robert F. Hoover Herbarium, and with
it, the responsibility for curating more than 85,000 botanical specimens.

Left: Specimen images of California poppy (Eschscholzia californica) are
from CCH2.org and made available by UC Davis, California Botanic Garden,
Humboldt State University, and Cal Poly, SLO. NSF award #1802301
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Located on the university’s sunny San Luis Obispo
campus, the Hoover Herbarium holds a large collection
of plants native to central coastal California, including
some specimens collected in the 1850s. “The amount
of human effort that goes into an herbarium is truly
astounding,” says Yost. “It’s like building a cathedral,
where it took many generations of people to get to
Notre Dame.”
Scientists use herbaria for purposes as varied as identifying plants, studying rare and extinct species, and medical
and forensic research. For Yost, however, the historical
specimens in California’s herbaria are key to answering
an urgent question about the future: How will the state’s
native plants respond to climate change, and what can be
done to aid their survival? A global biodiversity hotspot,
California is home to a third of the United States’ rare
plants, and “climate change is upon us,” Yost says. “The
question for every land manager, and for all people who
care about plants is: What should we do?”
By studying how iconic species such as the California
poppy (Eschscholzia californica) have responded to alterations in California’s past climate, Yost hopes to reveal
much-needed clues to how they may fare in the future.

Such data aren’t always easy to glean from California’s
herbaria, many of which are underfunded and poorly
staffed.
When Yost started as herbarium director (an unpaid addition to her workload as a professor, as is the case in many
universities), she faced a massive backlog of thousands
of pressed, dried plants that no one had yet mounted on
archival paper or entered into the herbarium database.
Many herbarium curators face a similar predicament,
says Jon Rebman, curator of botany at the San Diego
Natural History Museum (SDNHM). In the 1990s, for
example, the roughly quarter-million specimen collection
at the museum didn’t have a searchable database, Rebman
says. If a student or researcher needed to find something
specific, they had to perform what’s known as “the
herbarium crawl,” a painful cabinet-by-cabinet, shelf-byshelf search of the entire collection. The SD Herbarium is
now fully digitized, but this is not the case in many other
herbaria. “Often, you don’t know if there are collections
still hiding in there from a particular area,” Rebman says.
Starting in 2003, a UC Berkeley-led effort called the
Consortium of California Herbaria (CCH) made an
important stride toward making records publicly available
by digitizing and uploading roughly 2 million herbarium
specimens onto a searchable web portal. But the CCH
database only contained information from the labels, not
images of the specimens. These images are crucial for
researchers like Yost, who study phenology: the timing
of budding, flowering, fruiting, and other key stages of a
plant’s life cycle.
Although a botanist might jot down a few notes about
a plant’s phenology when they collect it, there is no
standardized system for recording that information in the
digital herbarium records, making it difficult to use the
specimens for research, Yost says.

Jenn Yost and project manager, Katie Pearson, examine a specimen’s
label during the imaging process. Photo courtesy of California
Polytechnic State University
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The solution, she decided, was to take pictures – millions
of them. The old cliché, “a picture is worth a thousand
words,” is literally true for phenology research, she says.
“If you can look at the image of a specimen, you can
extract so much more value out of it than you could get
by just reading the label and seeing it on a map.”
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Since shelter-in-place, our numbers have gone way up. It’s wonderful
to see people contributing to science during this difficult time.
Yost and collaborators sought funding to help realize their
vision of securing digital photos of valuable phenological
data, and in 2018 received exciting news: The CCH was
awarded a $1.8 million grant from the National Science
Foundation to take high-resolution images of nearly one
million California herbarium
specimens. Two years into the
ambitious four-year project,
she and her colleagues have
now recruited 45 universities,
museums, and botanical gardens and have photographed
more than half a million
herbarium records.
By the end of the grant in
2022, the team hopes to
have photographed 902,400
specimens. Says Yost, “We
have such a rich collection
history in California that we
can basically reconstruct a
200-year record of flowering
times in California, and that
will enable us to figure out
which plants and animals are
most imperiled by shifts in
flowering time.”

at a time, making it nearly impossible to collaborate or
share the data with students, she says.
Katie Pearson, project manager for the Capturing
California’s Flowers project, now teaches staff at different
institutions how to take high-resolution photographs
of specimens, and enter data
into the new online database
called CCH2 (CCH2.org). The
CCH2 contains comprehensive
data about many of these specimens, including their images.
Anyone can search it and see
what has been collected and
where — and soon, they’ll be
able to view images and search
phenology data for a million
formerly hidden specimens.

At present, many of the photographed specimens in the
CCH2 still have only what’s
known as a “skeletal record,”
including a barcode and a handwritten or typed label, but none
of the digitized information that
can be easily searched or read by
a computer. The team is workJenn Yost teaching Cal Poly students to identify native plants
ing to fix that as well, recruiting
on a class field trip. Credit: Photo courtesy of Jenn Yost
Prior to the “Capturing
and training volunteers for a
California’s Flowers” project, nine of the participating
project called Notes from Nature, in which volunteers
institutions had not entered their specimen data into an
can transcribe this information into a digital format. An
online database. Eleven had early-career faculty like Yost,
unforeseen silver lining of the COVID-19 pandemic has
who had received the unpaid responsibility of managing
been a significant uptick in the number of volunteers
herbaria with little or no institutional support. Many
transcribing records for the Capturing California’s
were struggling with “old, decrepit” data management
Flowers project, says Yost. “Since shelter-in-place, our
systems similar to the unwieldy spreadsheet Yost inherited numbers have gone way up. It’s wonderful to see people
for the Hoover collection. Unable to handle its roughly
contributing to science during this difficult time,”
40,000 records, the database constantly crashed Yost’s
she says.
computer. Only one person could use the spreadsheet
FLORA | V3 No4
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T

hough it’s only halfway done, the Capturing
California’s Flowers project has already borne scientific fruit. Natalie Love, a PhD student at the UC Santa
Barbara, has used images from CCH2 to study changes in
the flowering time of mountain jewelflower (Streptanthus
tortuosus), a member of the mustard family which grows
in the mountains of northern and central California.
There’s a certain amount of bias inherent to studies of
herbarium specimens, which can make studying climate
change challenging, Love explains. Collectors are often
drawn to collect plants when they are in flower, even
if they are blooming unusually early or late, and that
bias can introduce statistical “noise” into studies. If a
researcher is looking at a small change, such as an advance
in flowering time of only two days over 100 years, for

A specimen of mountain jewelflower (Streptanthus tortuosus). Botanist
Robert E. Preston collected this plant on a steep, crumbly granite bank
by Hwy 299 near Burnt Ranch in Trinity, California on May 12, 1984.
Credit: CCH2 Database: UC Davis
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example, “you might not be able to detect the pattern,”
she says.
Thanks to the large numbers of photographed specimens
now available through the CCH2 database, however,
Love was recently able to conduct a rigorous study of
mountain jewelflower’s flowering time over the past
century. In the past, researchers would have had to travel
all over California to visit herbaria in person, pull individual specimens off the shelf, then count each reproductive
organ — buds, flowers and fruits — one by one. Given
that mountain jewelflower can sport more than 100
flowers per plant, the process was so time-consuming that
most researchers “wouldn’t have considered attempting
it,” Love says.
Instead of counting by hand, Love and her advisor,
Dr. Susan Mazer, were able to download photos of 750
mountain jewelflower specimens from all over the state,
label each reproductive organ with colorful dots, then use
a computer program to count the dots — a still-tedious,
but much more efficient task. Love devised a scoring
system indicating on a scale of 1-4 whether a plant is in
bud, fully flowered, in fruit, or somewhere in between,
then had “some really helpful undergraduates,” score each
specimen. By analyzing the relationship between date of
collection and flowering stage, the team discovered that
on average mountain jewelflower now blooms 10 days
earlier than a century ago — a change that appears to be
linked to rising temperatures.
A 10-day shift in flowering time is “quite a lot,” says
Love, especially when one considers the brief, fleeting
lives of pollinators. Mountain jewelflower is a generalist,
meaning that it can be pollinated by a diverse suite of
pollinators. Beetles tend to pollinate the plant at higher
elevations, while bee and wasp-type insects are the
main pollinators at lower elevations. If these pollinators
respond differently to climate change than mountain
jewelflowers do — for example, if the pollinators come
out later than normal, but the plants flower earlier than
normal — it could mean the pollinators aren’t around
when the plants flower.
For many of California’s native plants, including mountain jewelflower, scientists don’t yet fully understand what
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Some mountain jewelflowers, also known as shieldleaf (Streptanthus
tortuosus) found in the Ansel Adams Wilderness of California. Photo:
Wikipedia/Jane S. Richardson

triggers flowering. Says Yost, “It would be so easy to say,
‘It’s warmer, so things flower earlier, and that might be
true for some plants.’ But for most species, we have no
idea what they’re paying attention to. Is it winter low
temperatures? Is it spring high temperatures? We don’t
have the data to answer those questions yet.”

A

lthough in-person classes were canceled at Cal Poly
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Yost and Pearson
recently taught an online course in which students could
pick a species and then spend their semester learning
as much as possible about its flowering time, including
scoring images in the CCH2 as having buds, flowers,
and fruits. “Students gain experience doing research
with specimens, but we also get a bunch of specimens
scored. Once they are scored they are available for all
future researchers to use.” says Yost. Using the flowering
data they gather, students then use statistical modeling
to determine whether plants have changed their
flowering times in response to various climatic
variables.

will continue far beyond her own career. Today, specimens
can be analyzed using equipment undreamt of when the
specimens were collected. With mass spectroscopy, for
example, scientists can use naturally occurring isotopes
from tiny bits of leaf tissue to reconstruct ancient climates,
food web structure, and other mysteries. “When early
botanists collected the first plant specimens, they had no
idea that researchers would come along and extract DNA
from them, or use them to study climate change,” she says.
Similarly, there’s no way to anticipate how the photographs
and other data she’s collecting will be used in the future.
In addition to processing online data, Yost has recruited
many students to help deal with a more traditional,
hands-on task: Mounting the backlog of dried specimens
at the Hoover Herbarium.
While the training started out with just 10 students, she
now trains 60 volunteers per quarter to remove the fragile
plants from between sheets of newspaper, arrange them for
maximum scientific utility and aesthetic value, and glue
them to a piece of archival paper. Students enjoy the process, she says. “It’s therapeutic. It’s artistic. Everything else
they do is so high strung.” She encourages them to adopt
a long-term perspective: “We always emphasize that these
specimens are going to last for 200 years, if not longer,” she
says. “We tell them, ‘Everything else passes away, but this is
going to outlive you. That’s pretty special.”

By making herbarium data easier to access, search,
and share, the CCH2/Capturing California’s
Flowers project can help reveal gaps in data where
botanists haven’t collected many specimens, such
as California’s Imperial Valley and the mountains
of Baja California, says Rebman. It also provides
an opportunity to correct errors in collections,
such as plants that have been misidentified. “I
constantly find things in databases and think,
there’s no freaking way that’s correct,” he says.
“But I have to see the specimen to know for sure.”
For Yost, the project is a small step in a centuries-long endeavor which she hopes and expects

Grayson Shor, Celeste McCormick, and Natalie Love (left to right) mount herbarium
specimens at Cal Poly. Photo courtesy of Jenn Yost
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A TIME FOR

VIGILANCE
How COVID-19 is affecting conservation
BY NICK JENSEN AND LIV O’KEEFFE

A

global pandemic’s reach extends far beyond human health,
touching every facet of our experience. As policymakers grapple
with COVID-19’s toll on lives, those working in conservation are
taking stock of its effects on the environment. Right now, leaders
are necessarily diverting funding toward urgent societal needs, which
means natural resource commitments are tenuous.
Not all impacts are bad. Some of you may have heard about the collateral
benefits of COVID-19 on the environment, from an increase in leatherback
sea turtles nesting on Florida’s deserted beaches to temporary reductions
in noise and certain types of air pollution as people sheltered in place.
Still, threats to nature persist and in some cases are on the rise. Now is an
important time to stay informed and take action wherever possible.
Following is a summary of the ways we see COVID-19 affecting
conservation and California’s native plants, and, most importantly,
what you can do to help.
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Now is an important time to stay informed and take action
wherever possible.

California Legislation

Given the crisis, legislators have
shelved a large percentage of the bills originally introduced at the start of this year’s
legislative season, including legislation
to stop poaching of Dudleya succulents
that CNPS worked with Sen. Bill Monning
(D-Carmel) to develop. Legislators also
postponed a number of promising wildfire-related bills focused on much-needed
requirements for structure hardening and
community.

What you can do

The good news is that six promising
environmental bills are making their way
through the legislature now, including
Assm. Ash Kalra’s 3030, which calls for
California to protect 30 percent of its
land, water, and oceans by 2030, mirroring the United Nations Convention on
Biological Diversity goals for the planet.
While more than 30 percent of land in
California is publicly owned or otherwise
set aside for conservation, a study by
Conservation Land Partners determined
that only 22 percent of California has
permanent protection and a mandated
management plan to maintain a natural
state. The bill is an important step to
ensuring that millions of additional acres
are not only protected from development on paper but managed and
cherished in perpetuity. The table on
the right provides a summary of the bills
CNPS supports and opposes. Follow
CNPS social media and email alerts for
the latest.

Bill number/ Author

CNPS
position Bill description

AB 3256
Eduardo Garcia
(D- Palm Springs)

Climate resilience bond.

AB 2551
Rebecca Bauer-Kahan
(D- San Ramon)

Allow the sale of the portion of
Carnegie State Vehicle Recreation
area known as “Tesla Park” for
permanent conservation.

AB 2693
Richard Bloom
(D- Santa Monica)

Restoration and protection of
watersheds feeding Shasta,
Trinity, and Oroville Reservoirs.

AB 2954
Robert Rivas
(D- Hollister)

Requires the Air Resources Board
to set goals for greenhouse gas
reduction on the state’s natural
and working lands.

AB 3030
Ash Kalra
(D- San Jose)

Sets goal of protecting 30 percent
of California’s land, water, oceans
by 2030.

SB 1090
Patricia Bates
(R- Long Beach)

Installation of devices (e.g. retaining walls, sea walls) to prevent
coastal erosion.

AB 2371
Laura Friedman
(D- Burbank)

Convenes a science advisory
team to advise the state on its
climate adaptation and mitigation
strategies.

HCF Budget Trailer
n/a

Reinstates the July 2020 sunset
date of the Habitat Conservation
Fund (HCF), which would eliminate key funding for local parks
districts and state agencies.

Facing page background image: “Lake of Pure Sunshine”
Photo: Matt Carroll
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Climate Resilience Bond

Since early in the 2020 legislative session,
three bond measures have been in play, each focused
on increasing California’s resilience to climate change.
The idea behind concurrent efforts coming from the
executive office (Gov. Newsom’s climate resilience
bond), Assembly (AB 3256, Eduardo Garcia, D-Palm
Desert), and Senate (SB 45, Ben Allen, D-Santa
Monica) is to ensure the resilience of California
communities. This includes securing drinking water
supplies and initiating workforce development programs, among other measures, while dealing with the
effects of catastrophic wildfires, prolonged droughts,
sea level rise, and other impacts.
If passed, the bond measure could end up on
the November 2020 ballot. Given the cost of the
pandemic, however, it’s unclear whether such legislation will materialize. As we go to print, AB 3256,
which policymakers are recrafting as an economic
stimulus and climate resilience bond, looks like it
has the best chance of progressing. Recently, the
bill passed through the Assembly Natural Resources
Committee with a 7-0 vote. Just weeks ago, however,
the Governor withdrew his proposal for a Climate
Resilience Bond in the May revision of the budget,
illustrating the administration’s shift in support for a
bond measure at this time. Despite the uncertainty,
the Assembly is still interested in moving AB 3256
along, so conversations on what it will include, and
how it could promote job opportunities and economic
recovery, will continue.

What you can do

Stay tuned to CNPS social media accounts for
action alerts. We will also continue to track
pieces of legislation that are counter to the
conservation of precious botanical resources.
Given the turbulent nature of this year’s pandemicdominated legislative session, we will need to act
quickly and will need your help.
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Public process

Development projects require careful review
and public input to balance environmental protection
with human infrastructure. This typically occurs through
environmental impact reports, comment letters, and, when
necessary, a sequence of public hearings and meetings. So
what’s been happening during the shelter-in-place order?
In many parts of the state, meetings have continued virtually,
and we’ve heard mixed reports on the efficacy and fairness
of the process. Legal experts and conservation advocates
alike are raising important questions: Should proposals be
paused when in-person public gatherings aren’t possible?
What constitutes a public hearing? Is a virtual meeting equal
access? What counts as public comment, and how can
people be sure those comments have been heard?
We have seen good and bad examples of how decision
makers are grappling with the new virtual reality, with some
taking steps to ensure that the public has an opportunity to
provide testimony on important issues, and others failing
to do so. In April, CNPS staff was able to call in to a Fish
and Game Commission hearing and provide testimony
in support of the proposed listing of Shasta snow wreath
(Neviusia cliftonii) as an endangered species.
In contrast, public testimony received short shrift when
San Bernardino County asked the public to submit written
comments ahead of a planning commission vote on the
expansion of the Mitsubishi Cement Company’s South
Quarry Project. Although CNPS staff and volunteers who
submitted comments thought that their submissions would
be read into the record in lieu of a live comment period,
they were not.

What you can do

Track development proposals in your area and attend
virtual meetings. To track new projects, visit your
county and city planning department websites. You
can also view all notices posted through the California
Environmental Quality Act at https://ceqanet.opr.
ca.gov/. Be sure to let your local, state, and national
representatives know about your experience at those
meetings. If you feel the process is substandard, make
your voice heard. Respectfully insist that decision makers
provide a live, public forum for the public to comment
on projects or recommend that hearings be delayed
until an appropriate technological solution that enables
public input is implemented.
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Constraints on field work

Spring is usually the busiest time of year for
field work. Crews of scientists hit the field to survey the
diversity of life we enjoy in California. Far too much
of this work came to a halt in 2020. Today, teams are
carefully following safety protocols as they re-enter the
field, but work is far behind schedule at all levels and is
being completed in sub-optimal conditions. Julie Evens,
director of the CNPS Vegetation Science Program,
emphasized the difficulty for those doing long-term
monitoring where visits are scheduled for specific times.
Her team, for example, timed fieldwork in Carrizo Plain
for April’s peak bloom period, but the surveys were
delayed by at least a month. Elsewhere, organizations
have been forced to lay off or reduce the hours of their
field staff, leaving many conservation employees, especially entry-level scientists, professionally vulnerable.
All of these impacts have real consequences for policy,
as information collected by scientists and professional
biologists is used to inform and support conservation
and land use decisions.

What you can do

Email or call your national and state representatives
and ask them to include funding for conservation and
restoration jobs in the economic recovery bills and
stimulus packages.
Below: CNPS staff conducting a relevé in the Modoc Plateau during
last year’s field season. Photo: Nora Bales

Closure of state and national parks

By the time you read this article, we may once
again be enjoying full access to our state and national
parks. The closures, however, have been an interesting
lesson for all of us. On one hand, reduced human
impact is good for nature. California’s wildflowers went
untrampled as super bloom tourists stayed home this
year. On the other hand, we are part of nature. Each of
us has a right to experience it, and we need to ensure
Californians of all backgrounds feel welcome on our
public lands.

What you can do

First, work to create more public green space
where you live, wherever you may be. COVID-19
showed us that not enough people have safe, green
places to enjoy. (See the featured interview with
Cris Sarabia on page 12.) Second, respect social
distance requirements on public lands. Until we have
a vaccine, we are vulnerable. Parking lots, restrooms,
water faucets, points of interest, and trailheads are all
natural places where people gather and thus points
of potential contagion. We all need to do our part to
keep each other safe while enjoying the outdoors.
Nick Jensen is the Lead Conservation Scientist for CNPS
Liv O’Keeffe is the Senior Director of Communications and
Engagement for CNPS

Stay in touch

These are unprecedented times, and we must work
together to conserve the natural resources that make
California one of the world’s most remarkable places.
We thank you for your support and vigilance and
encourage you to connect with us. Please let us know
what you are seeing and experiencing across the
state. Reach us at cnps@cnps.org.
FLORA | V3 No4
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Featured Garden

A native plant oasis

in the heart of California’s citrus belt
BY MAYA ARGAMAN AND EMILY UNDERWOOD

N

estled in the foothills below Sequoia National Park, in Ivanhoe, Calif., master gardeners Neil
Fernbaugh and Patti Phillips live in a century-old house and citrus grove that once belonged to Phillips’
grandmother. In 2014, the couple began transforming the property into a haven for native species. Today, it is
home to more than 85 different species or varieties of native plants and attracts a wide array of wildlife.
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Location: Ivanhoe,
Tulare County, California

Tips from Neil and Patti:

• S
 eek local expertise. “Penny Nyunt from
Las Pilitas Nursery was an invaluable
resource, helping to identify natives that
would survive in the San Joaquin Valley’s
heavy clay soil,” Fernbaugh says.
 elect a few plants to form the “bones”
• S
of your garden. Neil and Patti chose
Ceanothus (Ceanothus spp.), buckwheat
(Eriogonum spp.), native sages (Salvia
spp.), and coyote brush (Baccharis
pilularis subsp. consanguinea).
• P
 repare the soil: At first, Neil and Patti
tried preparing their soil using solarization, a method of eliminating weeds
and pests which involves covering an
area with clear plastic and allowing the
sun to do the work. After experimenting,
however, they’ve had the most success
using weed-block fabric covered by a
3-4” layer of nitro mulch.
Left: Sulfur buckwheat (Eriogonum umbellatum),
penstemon (Penstemon heterophyllus ‘Margarita
BOP’), and a variety of plants belonging to the genus
Epilobium line the creekbed.

The gardeners: Fernbaugh and Phillips have

deep roots in gardening and the environmental
movement, starting with the battle to save Mineral
King Valley (now part of Sequoia National Park) from
becoming a Walt Disney ski resort in the 1960s.
Both semi-retired, Phillips works part-time as a
speech therapist, and Fernbaugh coaches young
teacher interns working toward their credentials.

Left: Patti Phillips and Neil Fernbaugh
Facing page: Neil Fernbaugh’s and Patti Phillips’
native garden, located on an old family citrus farm
in Ivanhoe, California.
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1

2

3

Favorite native plants:

Phillips loves the bush
anemone (Carpenteria
californica) (1), spice bush
(Calycanthus occidentalis)
(2), and bush monkeyflower
(Diplacus puniceus) (3)
for their beautiful blooms.
Fernbaugh loves the
uniqueness of the California
pipevine (Aristolochia
californica) (4) and soap
plant (Chlorogalum
pomeridianum) (5).
Photos courtesy of Neil Fernbaugh
and Patti Phillips

4

5

Favorite way to enjoy the garden:

Right: A view of the
Sierra Nevada from
the garden, overlooking
the Middle Fork of
the Kaweah River.
Photo courtesy of
Neil Fernbaugh and
Patti Phillips
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Sitting with a cup of coffee quietly
watching the morning unfold.”
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INTERVIEW CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15

neighborhood. It’s only a 20 x 20-foot space, but it gives
the kids in the neighborhood something to look at, touch,
and experience.
To that point, what do you think helps small communitybased projects succeed, like urban creek restorations or
revitalization of abandoned lots?

One thing I saw was that the City of South Gate held a
party in the river. They had bands play and had booths. A
shitload of people came out and hung out in the concrete
river, and it kind of shifted the mindset of what that river
could be. We can do so much more with the abandoned
spaces that we ignore. Bring people into it, and they start
brainstorming ideas — rather than, ‘Well that’s where
the houseless live, or that’s where you don’t go because
you get robbed.’ These places that currently divide the
communities that straddle it, can become the natural
bridge. You clean it up, then nature comes back. Then,
people stop being afraid and start hanging out in these
areas, because the stigma of scary is taken away. You have
to involve the community in these projects for them to
succeed. The community has to take ownership or the
project will fail.
It keeps coming down to the people, doesn’t it?

With CNPS, we have our Habitat Revolution, for example.
We, as the people, have direct control of that and can
implement it fairly quickly and efficiently and really make
a difference. Our CNPS chapters have been doing that and
have served as (native) grassroots activists who know the
local ecology and are the boots on the ground. Together, we
are able to take the steps to create habitat in our yards and
parkways and spread seeds, transform our concrete jungle
into something living and beautiful.
Right now, I’m looking out on the kids watching the
parade, taking a small break from the Zoom classrooms
and YouTube videos. We’re all trying to do the best we can
virtually, but we’ve got to do better by them in the future.
We need to talk about what we can do to bring green
places to the community. This is traditional Tongva land.
This was once all open, living space, and we still have the
right soils and Mediterranean climate to bring some of that
back. That’s what these kids deserve — that’s what we all
deserve.
In the weeks after this conversation took place, Black Lives
Matter protests erupted across the country. I asked Cris to
weigh in on the movement’s relationship to the topic of access
to nature.

Cris, so much has happened since we last spoke. CNPS
recently made a statement in solidarity with Black Lives
Matter, because we’re an organization that stands for
inclusion and equity. We recognize that even in 2020,
people in our own communities are not treated equally.
We’ve heard from a Black botanist who was handcuffed
while doing his work, and from Black people in California
who’ve been harassed on trails. Clearly, access isn’t
only about creating green space, but about making sure
everyone feels safe and welcome in those spaces. Cris,
you are the Board President of the California Native Plant
Society. Do you feel safe when you’re in nature?

I definitely resonate with not feeling safe. Just today, I was
working for the Conservancy along a roadway with goats on
weed abatement. The cops drove by. They were just staring
at me, and I felt the need to wave, so they knew everything
was fine — that I wasn’t a threat. Every time I have to drive
into Orange County, every time I am exploring some remote
area where there is a small town lost in time, I fear that I will
have to deal with a racist person or cop. It’s the unfortunate
reality.
How comfortable do you feel participating in
environmental groups and organizations?

In a different way, there’s a similar feeling of discomfort.
Those first times you attend a meeting, and everyone turns
to look at you because you’re different. I don’t think it’s malintended, at least not consciously, but I do think it is why
some people don’t return. The homogeneity of these groups
is a product of our society, and it will be a hard thing to
change. But I do think it can be done.
What are some of the ways you’d like to see CNPS start
changing, as individual members and as an organization?

We’ve got a lot of work to do, together, and it will take time.
We are talking about that now and will continue to address
it in the months ahead. In the meantime, CNPS members
can start by inviting their neighbors, their coworkers, their
students of color out for hikes, nature walks, or conferences
and workshops. Say “Hi” to Black people and other People
of Color on the trails to make people feel welcome. Next
time you’re in a meeting, notice who is talking the most
and who gets interrupted the most. Step aside when People
of Color want to speak or share and help make sure their
voices are heard. Sometimes White people just don’t realize
how much space they take up. We’ve got to make room for
everyone.
Liv O’Keeffe is the Senior Director of Communications and
Engagement for CNPS
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In the Garden

An (almost) irrigation-free garden
BY NAOMI FRAGA, DIRECTOR OF CONSERVATION PROGRAMS AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
AT THE CALIFORNIA BOTANIC GARDEN

I

n December of 2011, I reached an exciting milestone:
I purchased my first house! Soon after I moved in,
I embarked on a mission to establish my first native
plant garden. The process was not without error, but I
have learned that it is possible to establish a beautiful,
resilient garden that thrives on the water that nature
provides.
The timing wasn’t great, because the birth of my garden
coincided with the onset of one of the most intense
droughts in California’s recorded history. Nonetheless,
I was determined to make a flourishing habitat for
birds, insects, and lizards. My motivation for starting the
garden was three-fold: First, I wanted to create a native
plant habitat to support wildlife in urban Los Angeles
County. Second, I am adamant about water conservation, and I had no intentions of irrigating a water-hungry
lawn, especially during a severe drought. Third, I love
plants and I was excited to realize my dream of living in
a native plant wonderland.
From the start, I knew that I wanted to establish a garden
that required little, if any, watering. I have a busy work
schedule and a history of being a bad houseplant
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mom, especially for any plant that has substantial water
demands. I was also on a tight budget, so this would be
a do-it-myself project. I had no plans to install an irrigation system.
I started planting in October of 2012 and began to
conceptualize the garden plans. There was some trial
and error, but overall I had consistent success establishing new plants right before or during winter rains. I
typically waited to purchase plants until after the first rain
event and I tried to plan my planting with upcoming rain
events so that plants would be well watered, although
this was not always possible.

Above: Fraga’s
home and
garden in
Pomona
Right: Naomi
Fraga
All photos
courtesy of
Naomi Fraga
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IN THE GARDEN

(L-R): California poppies (Eschscholzia californica) brighten Fraga’s drought-tolerant garden; bright yellow Shasta buckwheat (Erigonum
umbellatum var. polyanthum) attracts pollinators; a spray of blue flax (Linum lewisii).

“

I typically waited to purchase plants until
after the first rain event, and I tried to plan
my planting with upcoming rain events so
that plants would be well watered.
For the first few years, my garden received only about
6 inches of precipitation per year — less than half the
average rainfall in Pomona, which typically receives
about 15 inches per year. I quickly realized I needed to
use plants native to my local region, and I also incorporated plants from desert regions. I had great success
with penstemon, salvia, and buckwheats. To my
delight, the desert marigold (Bailya multiradiata) took
over the parkway and the desert lavender (Condea
emoryi) I planted in my first year is a total winner. When
I purchased a big berry manzanita (Arctostaphylos
glauca), I felt uncertain, because manzanitas are
notoriously difficult to establish. But even with minimal
supplemental watering, the manzanita flourished. It is
now a seven foot-tall sentinel!

My garden is now fairly mature. I do not water the
majority of my plants, with the exception of the big berry
manzanita and an incense cedar (Calocedrus deccurens).
These larger shrubs and trees typically occur at higher
elevation, and need more water than the rest of the
plants in my garden. I water them a few times by hand in
the long, dry stretch of summer when we have a break in
the heat, placing my hose near the root zone and letting
it run for a few hours.
When I established my garden in 2012, gardening was
new to me. Knowledge from my botanical research
gathering data on the diversity and distribution of plant
species in California helps me to place plants in their
preferred microhabitat, to ensure they can be successful
without irrigation. With over 6,500 plants native to our
state, there is an abundant plant palette to populate our
gardens, no matter our location. Finding the plants that
are local to your area is one way to find a plant that will
be happy in your garden. The saying “just add water”
need not apply.
Below L-R: Fraga’s native plant garden, shown before and after
landscaping, needs little-to-no irrigation.
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CNPS Art Challenge
BY ELIZABETH KUBEY
Last February, we launched the #CNPSArtChallenge on social media, an invitation
to artists and makers of all skills and ages to show their love of native plants.
The challenge was to make one native plant-inspired art piece every day for two
weeks. We shared prompts written in collaboration with artist Lesley Goren from
Kids’ Corner every couple of days during the two-week challenge kickoff.
Art flooded the CNPS social media feed: doodles, wood burnings, digital collages, original music, embroidery, and large oil paintings. While we can’t share all
500 artworks in print, here are a few of our favorites. You can see all the public art
posted on Instagram with the hashtag #CNPSartchallenge.

Valley oak leaves (Quercus
lobata) and California poppies
(Eschscholzia californica)
Elsie Gross @whatthehellsie

Summer coralroot (Corallorhiza maculata
var. occidentalis)
Kale Levin McNeil @sufganiyot.stevens

California peony (Paeonia californica)
Lola Camacho @littl.rain
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LIFE WITH PLANTS

Spotted Humboldt’s lily (Lilium humboldtii subsp.
ocellatum)
Ashley Betters @bettersdesign
Habitat Planning & Conservation (Purple owl’s clover,
Castilleja exserta)
Gretchen E. Hayes @paideiapalace

Embroidery of western wild ginger (Asarum caudatum), Wolf’s evening primrose (Oenothera wolfii), Hall’s violet (Viola hallii)
Sarah Norvell @humbotany
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CNPS ART CHALLENGE

“I thought my drawing of white sage was
pretty ugly so I turned it into a repeating
pattern... and then turned that into a breezy,
high-coverage sundress.”
Hannah Michael Flynn @epiphytes
California mugwort (Artemisia douglasiana)
Erin Berkowitz @berbo.studio

Bladderpod (Peritoma arborea) with harlequin bugs
Shannon McNeill @this_is_littledrawings
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Antelope Valley Beardtongue (Penstemon janishiae)
Nora Bales @naturewithnora
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LIFE WITH PLANTS

“Today’s origami composite is inspired by the
Dichelostemma capitatum flower”
Esmeralda Cabrera @origamiesme

I’m drawing native plants that we share between California and Baja.
Denise Medina @damy.maker

Farewell to spring (Clarkia amoena)
Chiyo Miyashita @chiyoart

“Some plants and friends living in the Palos Verdes area.”
Amelia Haru @ameliaharu
FLORA | V3 No4
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A Legacy of

Mentorship

An internship dedicated to ecologist Erin Espeland
broadened a young scientist’s perspective

BY EMILY UNDERWOOD

D

r. Erin Espeland, a young research ecologist who died from amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis in 2018, loved getting out into nature to study rare plants.
It’s fitting, therefore, that the internship Espeland, her family, and a generous
group of donors created to honor her memory allowed another young scientist,
Annie Zell, to experience California’s abundant native plant communities
firsthand.

Research ecologist Erin
Espeland. Photo: Kit Batten

A UC Berkeley graduate who majored in genetics and plant ecology, Zell
focused on chemical ecology before applying for the competitive CNPS
internship. Prior to the internship, she studied interactions between plants and
pollinators, including bees. Working on applied conservation science with
CNPS researchers was new to Zell. “I’m used to having these controlled things,
and manipulating them [in the lab],” she says. “Documenting what’s natural and
what’s already there was a new perspective.”
Zell spent much of her internship mapping vegetation across the state, accompanying
CNPS scientists such as Vegetation Program Director Julie Evens and CNPS Rare Plant
Program Manager David Magney on field trips. On an excursion to Mount Eddy, the
highest peak of the Trinity mountain range, she joined Magney on a mission to collect the
seeds of rare plants. “I had never seen so many different rare plants, or micro-ecosystems,”
she says. “It took us all day, and we hiked back in the dark.”
Mentorship was essential to Espeland’s scientific development, says Espeland’s mother,
Kathy. “Erin had wonderful mentors herself, who provided opportunities to get out in
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Zell on a seed-collecting field trip to Mount Eddy, in Trinity County.
Photo: David Magney

A rare Mt. Eddy sky pilot (Polemonium eddyense) in the serpentine
outcrops of Mount Eddy. Photo: Annie Zell

nature and with plants.” One of Espeland’s early supervisors, a CNPS member at the San Mateo County Parks
Department, played a major role in Espeland’s decision to
change her career path from musician to research ecologist.
Others supported Espeland’s research in remote environments such as an agricultural research station in rural
Montana.
During the last year of her life, Espeland largely had to give
up field work, focusing instead on adding to her more than
70 peer-reviewed publications. She also worked to set up
the CNPS internship, ensuring that her own passion for field
work and research would continue.
Zell, who will soon start a master’s program at Cal Poly, says
that the CNPS internship expanded her research interests.
Studying how different plant communities are linked
together at CNPS “made me curious about why plants
grow where they are, and how their interactions with other
plants and the landscape has influenced their evolution
and ecology,” she says. “I’m very thankful that [the Espeland
family and donors] created this opportunity and worked
with CNPS to make it a great internship.”

Support the Next Generation
Donate today to the
CNPS Student Fund
cnps.org/student-fund.
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For Wendy, Richard, and Mary Frances

the protection of California’s native plants
is their legacy.

Please join us in thanking these Legacy Circle members for including the California Native Plant Society
in their estate plans.
Wanda Alexander

Erin Gottschalk

Lori Reznick

Lynndee Althouse

Valerie Haley

Cecelia Ronis and Sandy Steinman

Les Barclay

Steve Hartman

Stephen Rosenthal

Loretta Brooks and Charles Heimstadt

Dee and Ken Himes

Michael Ross

Richard Ke’Aumoana Chung

Glen Holstein and Susan Torguson

Kristina Schierenbeck

Lucy G. Clark

Heidi Hopkins

Jeanie Scott

Julie Clark De Blasio

Thomas Hopkins

Jake Sigg

Courtney S. Clarkson and Roy C. Leggitt, III

William H. Johnston

Michele Slaton

Susan Cochrane Levitsky

Tom and Jane Kelly

Holly Sletteland

Dru Coiner

Mary Frances Kelly-Poh

Wendy and Steve Smit

Mark Coolidge

Ed Kimball

Clinton and Sharon Snyder

Carolyn Curtis

John Krogsrud and Deborah Domitrovich

John Springer

Ellen and Brian Cypher

David Ledger

David Spurgeon

Snowdy Dodson

David Magney

Peter and Raydene St. Clair

Claire Etienne

Christina McWhorter

John C. Stebbins

Nancy Farrell-Rose and Ron Rose

Melissa J. Mooney

Patrice Taylor and Dean Prigmore

Alf Fengler

Jill North

Glenn Torbett

Marty Foltyn-Wirt

Bart O’Brien

Lawrence Wallin

Rosemary Foster

Karen E. Orso

Howard L. Williams

Tena and John Gallagher

Douglass Perske

Carol W. Witham

Dan Gluesenkamp

Stacey Pogorzelski

Estate of Elizabeth C. Schwartz

If youFLORA
have included
CNPS in your
estate• plan
and are
not listed |here,
please accept our apologies and let us know!
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“There is something very special
about California flora that
needs to be preserved.”
— Wendy Smit

“I am making an investment
in the survival of our species
and our relationship with the
ecosystems.”
— Richard Chung

“I’ve chosen to leave a legacy
with CNPS – because they’ll
take care of the plants.”
— Mary Frances Kelly-Poh

These generous donors will be forever remembered
for their legacy gifts to CNPS.

To inquire about giving to CNPS through
your will or trust, contact Christine Pieper,
Development Director

Cynthia Ainsworth

Eleanor G. Livingston

legacy@cnps.org or 916.738.7622

Martha J. Mallery

or visit us at www.cnps.org/legacy

Charlotte Dawn Aulenbrock
June Bilisoly

Beatrice E. Brown
Al Butner

Geoffrey and Mary Burleigh
Dale Harbour Champion

Norden “Dan” Cheatham
Vincent Conze

Frank Woods Ellis
Lowel Figen

Scott and Jenny Fleming
Harmon G. Frohmuth

Stephen Bruce Gerow
Carlyn Halde

Park L. Loughlin

Lisa Robin Marks

Betty and Curt Matyas

Marianne and Charles McDermon
Marion G. McMahon
Clark Nattkemper
Richard E. Persoff

Marcia Rautenstrauch
Elizabeth H. Rice
Wayne Roderick

Allen Alfred Rusk

Christina S. Schulz

Elizabeth C. Schwartz

Roger J. and Margaret B. Harmon Carol E. Scott
William E. Hauser
Marvin J. Sheffield
Natalie Hopkins

Kenneth Howard

David and Freda King

Harene Noele Krenkel

Photos: Jeff Bisbee

Susan M. Smith

Walter J. and Holly O. Thomson
Janice Marie Yates

Irwin and Mary Frances Vogel
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kids’ corner

A Lesson in Adaptation
BY ELIZABETH KUBEY

Elizabeth Kubey
Photo: Jisoo Kim

It’s finally summer! Let’s think about special places we’ve been to or are excited
to visit one day. I’m imagining making a sandcastle on a hot sunny beach day, or
making a snowman in the cold mountain air. Would you wear the same clothes
on these trips? I would wear different clothes since I might be too warm wearing
a puffy jacket on a hot beach. The animals and plants I would see on these trips
would also be different. Why is that? These activities will show us how plants have
adapted to their habitats over generations.

New Words:

p H abitat: A place that naturally provides an animal or a plant everything they
need to live, like shelter, water, food, and space.

p A daption: Inheritable (passed down from parents to offspring) body parts
and behaviors that help species survive in their habitats.

Neighborhood observation

Walk around your block or step outside your door and look for an animal. Notice
the animal’s body parts. What kind of eyes does it have? Does it have legs? If so,
how many? Does it have scales, feathers, or fur? Consider how these different
parts might help the animal live. How does it look for food, and
stay safe from danger? Is it alone, or with other animals? How
might its behaviors and movements help it to survive?
Some behaviors don’t have to be taught, because an animal
instinctively knows how to do them from birth. These are adaptations. Other behaviors are learned, rather than inherited. For
squirrels, a learned behavior might be to hang out around people,
because humans feed them or leave behind scraps of food. As you
study your animal, think about whether its behavior is an inherited
adaptation, or something that it learned.
Now that you’ve done this exercise with an animal, can you
try with plants? Plants change their bodies and behavior
over generations to survive and reproduce in
different habitats. Because each habitat is so
different, plants have many kinds of structures.
Sharp claws help this western
grey squirrel (Sciurus griseus)
climb trees and find food.
Photo: Alan Schmierer/
Wikipedia
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KIDS’ CORNER

Match a leaf

Let’s look at three leaves. Try to match each leaf to its adaptation. Before you start,
take a moment to make observations about each photo.

1.

update

Redwood sorrel (Oxalis oregana)
Photo: Roxana Ordoñez

2.

3.

Chalk dudleya (Dudleya pulverulenta) Sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata)

Photo: Kyle Nessen

Photo: Jesse Rorabaugh

A. A
 daptations to drying sun, wind, summer drought: Wide fleshy green leaves store water and produce a white
waxy coating that reflects sunlight.
B. A
 daptations to low levels of sunlight: These leaves can move in response to more or less sunlight. They fold
downward within minutes of being exposed to direct sunlight. This helps them stay cooler and lose less water.
C. A
 daptations to heat and drought: Small leaves have less surface area from which water can evaporate. White
hairs keep leaves cooler and thereby reduce loss of water. Both adaptations reflect sun and trap a layer of moist,
cool air next to the leaves. A strong smell protects the plant from animals feeding on it.
Key: 1-B 2-A 3-C

Super plants

Wow. We just learned about so
many adaptations just by looking at
three different kinds of leaves! What
about other structures of a plant,
like roots, flowers, bark, and seeds?
Remember when I said we could
imagine our favorite places to visit?
Let’s create a super-plant that is
adapted to your favorite place.
Here’s an example:

Hello! I’m Sandy.
I grow low to the
ground and have long
roots to adapt to my
salty and windy home.
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MIRIDAE
Landscape Architecture + Build Services

A design-build landscape architecture firm that combines science
with design to create native landscapes that engage humans,
provide valuable habitat, and reduce water usage
www.miridae.com | (530) 723-6207

Restoring California
ecosystems since 1981.
BIOLOGICAL RESOURCE SURVEYS,
ASSESSMENTS & MONITORING ✔
HABITAT RESTORATION ✔
MANAGEMENT PLANS ✔

MITIGATION & MONITORING PLANS ✔
RARE PLANT SURVEYS ✔

REGULATORY PERMITTING ✔
VEGETATION MAPPING ✔

WETLAND DELINEATIONS &

FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENTS ✔

www.wra-ca.com

upcoming events

Upcoming Events | JUL 7 - SEPT 3
CNPS and our 35 local chapters are continuing to focus on virtual events.
We’ll be doing our best to keep you updated through social media,
cnps.org/events, and your local chapter website and newsletters.

Mark
Your
Calendar!

Featured Event
A 27-Year Wildflower Journey:
Beauty and the Beast: California
Wildflowers and Climate Change
JULY 7
YERBA BUENA CHAPTER
Rob Badger and Nita Winter
will take you behind the scenes
on photographing wildflowers
throughout California. It all began in
1992 when they discovered and fell
in love with California’s spectacular
wildflower blooms in the Mojave
Desert’s Antelope Valley California
Poppy Preserve.
Hungry Valley Recreation Area near Gorman, Calif. Photo: Rob Badger and Nina Winter

JUL 14
Conservation talk with
Nick Jensen
Mount Lassen Chapter
The coming years will
mark a turning point for
California’s biodiversity.
Drawing upon his nearly
20 years of experience
as a professional botanist
and more recently as the
lead conservation scientist
for CNPS, Nick Jensen
will discuss conservation
challenges and successes.
His talk will focus on
Tejon Ranch and Paradise
Valley, where large-scale

development projects
threaten irreplaceable
habitats, and review a
variety of emerging threats,
from wind projects in Santa
Barbara and Lake Counties
to a new proposed dam in
Del Puerto Canyon.

of styles of California native
gardens, replacement
options, and the joys of
reduced maintenance and
increased biodiversity.

CNPS Horticulture
Outreach team Maya
Argaman & Ann-Marie Benz
will help you plan your lawn
transformation.

JUL 28
Lawn to Natives
Mount Lassen Chapter
Learn more about California
Native Plants, your regional
habitat, and how those plants
can create an enchanting
garden. Many people have
no idea what to put in place
of their lawn, so we’ll discuss
beautiful options for a variety

Photo: Dennis Mudd

JULY
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UPCOMING EVENTS

AUGUST
AUG 6
Biggests and Smallests
Yerba Buena Chapter
Break out your rulers, scales
and metrics for a tour of
California flora with an
eye toward maxima and
minima. Kipp McMichael
will start with familiar statusholders like giant sequoia
and duckweed but move on
to more esoteric categories
and the biggests and
smallests.
AUG 12
California Vegetation
Treatment Program
Mt. Lassen Chapter
CNPS Director of Plant
Science Andrea Williams
will talk about a proposed
program to direct
vegetation treatments on
public and private land
across California. The effort
is to improve public safety,
protect natural resources,
and reduce fire suppression
costs. CNPS Chapters
have the opportunity to

build local relationships
to ensure the work is
environmentally sound
and based on the best fire
science.
AUG 26
Lichens
Mt. Lassen Chapter
California Lichen Society
President Tom Carlberg
will share insight into
symbiotic organisms you
notice with native plants.
Learn about some of the
1600+ California lichen
species.

SEPTEMBER
SEPT 3
Restoring Urban Nature:
A 21st Century Necessity
with Jonathan Young
Yerba Buena Chapter
Jonathan Young will
discuss how the global
human population is
increasingly more urban
than rural, often resulting
in the reduction and/
or loss of the natural
environment.

Tube lichen (Hypogymnia sp.) Photo: Elizabeth Kubey

Support Native Plant Nurseries!
A number of CNPS chapter and partner nurseries
are offering online orders, curbside pickup,
and home delivery during shelter-in-place.
Go to calscape.org/nurseries to find a nursery
near you.

Make your
dream garden a reality
with an EBMUD rebate.
Rebates up to $2,000 for lawn conversion
and irrigation upgrades
Apply now at www.ebmud.com/rebates
or call us at 1-866-403-2683.
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SUMMER OFFERINGS FROM YOUR CNPS STORE

S T O R E.C N P S.O R G

S H O W Y O U R C N P S S T Y L E!

T-shirts for men and women in black and latte,
featuring native plants of California

Take 20% off
with discount
code tshirt20

Shop for field guides,
posters, photo books, and
more at store.cnps.org

WILDFLOWERS L I K E Y O U’V E N E V E R
SEEN BEFORE
In a book that is both art and activism, award-winning conservation
photographers Rob Badger and Nita Winter take readers on a
stunning tour of California’s wildflowers. From the superblooms
of the Tehachapi Mountains to the monkeyflowers of Yosemite, the
12 x 12” coffee table book features 190 portrait and landscape
images and 16 thought-provoking short stories.
Order your
copy today!
cnps.org/beauty

The beautiful book, published in conjunction with the California
Native Plant Society, is a companion to their traveling exhibit.

2707 K Street, Suite 1
Sacramento, CA
95816-5130

Calscap .org
The website that helps you restore nature one garden at a time!
Discover which native plants grow in your exact location
Create a personal plant list for your yard
Search by water needs, pollinators, flower color, and more!
Find nearby native plant nurseries
New! Discover host plants for local butterflies

Start your free account today! Calscape.org
Photo: Dennis Mudd

